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IMPROVING MEETINGS 
 
“Intelligence is socially distributed. In creative discussions, the mind becomes communal, going 
places where none of us could have gone alone.”--Guy Claxton 
 
 
Checklist of considerations for Chair: 
 
1) Before the meeting 
 
___What are the most important goals of the meeting? Which questions/issues deserve the most 
 attention? 
 
___Is the agenda do-able? [Will people have enough background? On the other hand, have you 
 given people more than they can realistically read?]   
 
___Would a timed agenda help? 
 
___Do you have your own detailed version of the agenda? 
 
___What type/area of preparation is critical, eg conversations before the meeting? 
 
___Given the agenda, what decision-making model is best suited to the group's needs?  
 
___How can you help expand the group's capacity to work constructively with their differences 
 and disagreements? 
 
___Should you consider new methods or ways to assist the group in its work together? 
 
2) During the meeting 
 
___How will you handle introductions or a “check-in”? 
 
___Do any groundrules need to be created or revisited? 
 
___ Any steps needed or experiments to try to improve participation? 
 
___What relational communication practices could use improvement?  
 
___How will you structure choices in such a way that others have many opportunities to take 
 responsibility? 
 
___Can you get help with the minutes and follow-up tasks? 
  
___What  “check-out” question might help clarify action steps or otherwise engage the group?  
 

 

 
 
Instead of twiddling your thumbs at unproductive meetings, why not do what you can to increase 
their value? While the Chair bears the most responsibility, everyone plays a role in improving the 
quality of interactions and may be able to influence the integration of good practices.  Meetings 
are not a spectator sport; people who act as if they are observers or audience members actively 
detract from group effectiveness. 
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A) Preparing: 
 
*What are purposes of the meeting? In addition to “manifest”  purposes, are there also “latent” 
ones, eg developing the organizational skills of your junior faculty?  
 
*The agenda represents the group’s agreement on how they will spend their time together. A do-
able agenda should be distributed before the meeting, preferably via e-mail with hyperlinks to the 
documents and references necessary as background; but try not to over-load people.  
 
*Given how busy you are, is help available in creating the agenda and in dividing tasks? If you 
simply don't have time to adequately prepare, what's most important to focus on? 
 
Also consider: 

       *Is a meeting necessary or would a conference call or e-mail be sufficient? 
 *If a lot of discrete tasks must be accomplished, create a timed agenda showing the 
 minutes alloted for each item. 
 *Convener should create her own more detailed version of the agenda 
 *Would it be helpful to recruit a recorder for the meeting? 
 *Any conversations or meetings necessary before the meeting in order to obtain support, 
 to reality check, to encourage someone to participate? 
 
B) Decision-making Models  
As chair, select the decision-making model best suited to your needs for effectiveness, efficiency 

and commitment (recognizing that there will be trade-offs among these and that those with a  
stake in the outcome are more likely to support decisions they have participated in).  

 
         • Time constraints:  Democratic and Consensus models take longer but are often 
 necessary to achieve accountability. 

 
   • Trust level:  Participation usually builds trust. At the same time, if a group already trusts       

the leader, an authoritarian style can work well. 
 

Model Relative degree of: 

 Effectiveness Efficiency Commitment 

 
Authoritarian 

 
lower - higher 

 
higher 

 
lower 

 
Consultative 

 

 
higher 

 
moderate 

 
moderate - higher 

 
Democratic 

 
moderate 

 
moderate - higher 

 
lower - higher 

 
Consensus 

 
higher 

 
lower - moderate 

 
higher 

 
Laissez-faire:  
(failure to use any 
of the above 
models) 
 

 
lower 

 
lower 

 
lower 

 
Reminders:  
*Rather than take too much responsibility or control, structure choices and come to agreement 
about assignments in such a way that others have many opportunities to take responsibility and 
to contribute (eye contact and silence are often necessary).  
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*Consider how to handle or delegate: Preparation of minutes to summarize decisions, 
assignments, and follow-up tasks.  
  
C) Facilitating Engagement 
 
A highly engaged group is not a natural occurrence, it is an achievement. By default, groups tend 
to rely on status, who talks the loudest or most eloquently, and who has a British accent. Since  
people only commit to what they have a hand in creating, leaders must work to stimulate 
engagement and the accountability that grows out of it.  Here are considerations/practices to 
consider: 
 
1) When not everyone knows each other, consider how to help people begin to connect.  
 
*For introductions, in addition to asking for name/department etc, a good question for the 
beginning of the work is: “what is the commitment that brings you here?”  
*Another “go-around” is to give everyone  a chance to comment on their understanding of the 
goal or what they want the group to achieve.  
*Another, especially at the kickoff meeting is to ask everyone to articulate what they hope to 
contribute and what they hope to learn from the work together (and if appropriate at a milestone 
in the work, ask everyone to compare their actual experience to what they'd projected). 
 
2) The first few minutes set the stage for the meeting. Therefore, consider beginning regular 
meetings with a “check-in” that can function to remove distractions, focus attention on the group’s 
goals, and clarify individual situations.   
 
The convener might say: What’s on your mind today coming into our work together? Anyone can 
“pass”  but I invite everyone to participate.  
Other examples include: 
*As your bring yourself into this meeting, is there something on your mind that might interfere with 
your participation if you don’t share it? 
*What would you like the group to know about since we last met relevant to our work, for 
example, an insight, success or difficulty you’ve met with?  
*What do you want to make sure happens in our work today?   
*Tell us how you are thinking about the team's activities.  
*What did you find most helpful from our last meeting that you would like to see repeated today? 
 

3) Encourage the group to agree on groundrules (and on how they'll hold each other 
accountable, eg see “elephant namer” idea in “D” below), for example::  

 
*Process for communicating that you will be late or unable to attend 
*Use of phones/IPads etc during the meeting 
*”Once-said” rule, ie not repeating what's been said 
*How to achieve the participation of introverts and prevent anyone from dominating 
 

4) Relational communication practices:  

 
The most recent research into great teams reveals that how we communicate (including tone of 
voice and body language) is even more important than what we communicate. And while effective 
advocacy of ideas/opinions takes practice, what comes even less naturally (but is even more 
critical for group work) is genuine inquiry followed by genuine listening.The leader must therefore 
provide the most effective model she can of self-monitoring, generative questions, active listening, 
dialogue and information-sharing and encourage everyone to incoporate such practices.  
 
Examples include: 
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*Do not assume that your reasoning is obvious [“This is how I arrived at this idea…”]  
 
*Explain your intent [“My goal in raising this is….”]. 
 
*Test assumptions and inferences [“Perhaps we’re starting from different assumptions about the 
goal. Here are mine…How do you see this?”; “Can you walk me through how you came to that 
conclusion?”]  
 
*Agree on what important words mean [“Does anyone else see a potential problem with how 
we're defining 'success' here?”] 
 
*“Perspective-taking”—that is, articulating both the conclusions and the reasoning of another 
person. This is harder than paraphrasing because it requires understanding not only the other's 
conclusions but also their assumptions and frames-of-reference.  
 
*Focus on interests [eg “what needs of yours does this solution not address?”] NOT positions [eg 
“what is your  position on this?”] 
 
*Use and ask for specific examples  [“Tell me about a time when that happened so I can better 
understand”] 
 
*Ask for help in understanding your own thinking [“I appreciate that I may be missing something 
here…. Do you have any insights?” or “Here’s something you might help me think through.”]   
 
*In framing questions in the service of group learning, keep in mind that questions come in many 
flavors: 1) opened-ended (how, what, why etc.), 2) requesting more (eg, describe, explain), 3) 
clarification (eg, if I understand you correctly….), 4) redirection (eg, what do the rest of you 
think?), 5) close-ended (eg, yes/no, can you?). 
 
*Presentations usually reduce participation. 
 
5) A “check-out” can be valuable in clarifying action steps or for ending a meeting that has been 
contentious or passive.  
 
Examples include:  
*I’d like everyone to claim an action they are committed to before the next meeting. 
*A single word that describes your state of mind as we end our time together? 
*What do you take away from  today’s work?  
*What is your biggest question or concern? 
*What are you most certain of? 
 
D) Encouraging Candor and Harnessing Differences 
 
Lack of candor in organizations is common but debilitating; withheld information means poor 
decisions. Since conflicts are natural and differences represent sources of innovation and 
opportunities for learning, groups need to be skilled at making the most of them rather than 
avoiding or suppressing them.  
 
The more effectively the chair can  legitimize questioning and hear all views without reacting, the 
more likely the group is to express all sides of polarized issues, to tap into its collective 
intelligence and  to productively integrate members’ goals and knowledge.  The chair can 
facilitate this by naming the tensions and struggles  the group is experiencing as they arise and 
placing these in a larger context. 
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To be sure, group members who don't trust each other or feel safe are unlikely to fully participate. 
Consider if an individual meeting with these members might increase their engagement, or if 
larger influences are at play and beyond your scope.  
 
If there isn't time for this kind of trust and relationship building or if the culture is not conducive to 
it, then you may need to lower your expectations of what the group can realistically achieve. 
 
Here are a few recommendations for  expanding a group's capacity to work constructively with 
their differences: 
 
*To help a group connect, especially before dealing with difficult content, spend time working in 
duos or trios rather than the full group, learning about the issues and each other at the same 
time. Smaller groups also promote higher degrees of risk-taking and increase the number of 
voices heard. 
 
 *To be sure, not all the ideas people contribute are cogent and not many people are really 
cogent   speakers. Do what you can to  model effective behaviors (and to apologize when you're 
not a good example to follow) and  draw attention to great ideas and effective behaviors. 
 
*Designate or ask for a volunteer to serve as “elephant namer” or “candor advocate” whose job is 
to ask, when it appears indicated, if group members are  saying what they are really thinking. To 
prevent “undiscussables” from developing, the leader might occasionally invite this person to 
assess how  authentically  the group is communicating or how effectively it is handling difficult 
subjects.  
 
*If a meeting is stuck, a go-around can be helpful; “Let’s hear one sentence from everyone who 
wants to speak. How do you think or feel about where we are/this situation?” 
 
*If the group is passive, the chair might actively seek disagreement (eg “I’ll bet there are different 
perspectives on this, and it would be valuable for us to understand them”) and raise sensitive 
issues (eg “when you say X, it sounds to me as if you are implying Z—is that accurate?”].  
 
Useful phrases 
 

• What needs to be said that hasn’t yet been said?  
 

• Let’s pause and see where we are. I’m losing the thread…. 
 

• I know there’s a connection between what you're saying and our topic. How does it 
connect for you? 

• What goal would this help us meet? 
• Can you walk me through how you came to that conclusion? 
• I’d like to better understand you…What leads you to believe…? 

 
• We hear 2 points of view, A and B.  What would the group like to do with these? 
• We now have 3 ideas on the table—I suggest we address them one at a time. 
• What do we sense is true but have no data for yet?  
• What don’t we know? 

 
• Is anyone else feeling tense, frustrated, hopeful? [Naming an emotion can clear the air 

and give others permission to acknowledge something important.] 
• What would it look like if each of us could act on behalf of the well-being of the whole 

right now? 
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• In response to a bully or to aggression (eg “do you even know what you're doing?”), 
pause and take a deep breath, exhaling any defensiveness that might've arisen. Then 
you might reply: 

 *”I’m  glad you asked that question” [can be helpful when the intent of the 
 question was to provoke defensiveness] 
 *”Is something else bothering you that you'd like to get out in the open?” 
 *”I’m thinking you’re not simply asking a question, but that you have already arrived at a 
 conclusion. Please say what it is.”  
 *“I have some thoughts, but would like to give others an opportunity first.”  
 *Before proceeding, you might remind the group  of its commitment to respectful 
 communications. 
 
E) Additional thoughts for Group Leaders  
 
*Remember:  

 -frame new information within a familiar context 

 -emphasize purpose, articulating what's at stake  

 -when appropriate, acknowledge ignorance about a topic and convey awareness of 
 fallibility 

 -embrace failures as sources of essential information 
 -build safety, understanding that there are many reasons why it's hard for people to 

 share their most important and relevant information  

 
*Consider other methods that assist groups to work together. For example, Appreciative 
Interviews (people ask each other about what’s working well and what they care most deeply 
about); TRIZ (if you were to design  a system perfectly adverse to your goal, what would that look 
like?); 1-2-4 Progressive Conversation (on the subject under focus, the facilitator asks the group 
to  spend a moment in reflection, then to discuss their observations in pairs, then in groups of 
four; then various quartets are invited to comment, and finally the whole group [See: 

http://www.plexusinstitute.org/?page=liberatingstructures; also 
http://www.theworldcafe.com/]. 
 
*Leaders draw projections. Don’t take group frustration personally or withdraw or clamp down 
when things get sticky. Try to remain curious. And watch your own projections, ie attributing to 
others what originates in you; for instance, because you tend to judge yourself harshly, you may 
“hear” someone judging you when that’s just the way that person puts the world together.  
 
*Resist managing your anxiety by talking or changing the subject [the more you explain, 
rationalize, justify, etc, the less room there is for other people to contribute]. 
 
*When you’re not speaking, what is the “message” that your presence is sending? Preoccuppied? 
Irritated? Or fully present and alert? 
 
*How we interact and respond to one another often has more lasting impact on what we are trying 
to achieve than what we actually talk about. Respect is like oxygen; when people are not getting 
enough of it, that’s all they can think about. 
 
*When you get something different from a meeting than what you hoped, seek feedback from 
those you trust. You might ask specific questions about your own communication style (eg, “did I 
speak too much or with too much conviction?”) or about any aspect of the set-up or dynamic. To 
assist your sense-making and reflection, take notes. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.plexusinstitute.org/?page=liberatingstructures
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